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Summary
Language dictates how individuals process and understand concepts. This phenomenon is examined for the terms ‘antipsychotic’ and ‘antidepressant’. When the use of medications is extended in new directions (for example when an antipsychotic is used as an antidepressant), the name not only loses its utility, but may become an obstacle to treatment. Clinicians need to be aware of these issues.

Background

Users of language generally believe that they are controlling the language and rarely are aware of the power of language to constitute their meanings, beliefs and attitudes. Language is a complex tool, and its use in healthcare makes it more complex because of the intricate and somewhat foreign concepts that medical language communicates. This reaches its extreme in the field of psychiatry where concepts are abstract, ephemeral and sometimes far removed from daily experience. In medicine, diagnostic labels that are attached to conditions regarded as deviations from the fuzzy concept ‘health’, result from the cognitively based desire for, and processes of, classification. 1

Although this serves the purpose of organisation and communication, classification schemes can give rise to a wide range of unintended consequences of language use. The effect of language on the field of psychiatry and on patients can best be understood when we examine medications.

Problems with existing drug nomenclature

Medications names usually comprise the brand name, the generic name and the drug class (for example Seroquel, quetiapine, antipsychotic medicine). Whereas the brand name is chosen for marketing reasons (it sounds fine and is easy to memorise), the generic name is based on the classification of the drug and gives information about the drug’s chemical composition, which is informative for the medically or pharmaceutically trained, but not for the layperson. Patients usually do not know or remember a medication’s generic name. What they do remember, though, is the drug class the medication belongs to, because the class names the reason for why they are taking the medication. This classification is where the actual power of names comes into play.

A drug classified and labelled as an ‘antipsychotic medication’ tells the patient that they are taking it because they are psychotic. Likewise, a medication classified and labelled as an ‘antidepressant’ tells the patient that they are depressed. From a semiotic and cognitive sciences perspective, a name or label (as a linguistic sign) activates not only a certain mental concept in the language user’s mind, but also its opposite or reverse, because both language use and thinking function on the basis of comparing and contrasting. Both terms (the sign and its opposite) seem to signify the underlying illness (psychosis and depression, respectively); thus, they serve to communicate not just the purpose of the medication but the more undesired message of ‘you need this drug because you are crazy or lazy’. As such, these labels may contribute to the stigma of psychiatric problems. The use of the current scheme of medication classification is further complicated by the extension of use of antipsychotics or antidepressants in conditions in which people are not psychotic or depressed (such as antipsychotics as antidepressants or antidepressants as anxiolytics). Additionally, the terms may inflate the efficacy of the agents in the minds of the lay public. In other words, the label ‘antidepressant’ communicates known efficacy of the agent as an antidepressant. For this reason, headlines in lay press discussing the suboptimal efficacy of these agents attract attention – because the label of ‘antidepressant’ creates expectations beyond the science of what these drugs do. In other words, the choice of the classification system tells the patient something about his or her illness and implies efficacy of the treatment choice, sometimes misleadingly. This may backfire when the drug is used to treat people for an illness not described in the drug’s name, but nearly always contributes to a subtle form of stigma in patients’ minds.

Although these issues can themselves create problems, it is important to understand that the drug classes of medications are artificial. It is interesting to note that the classification of an agent is frequently determined by its first use. For example, if quetiapine or aripiprazole had been initially examined in major depression rather than psychosis and initially introduced for that condition, they would have been called ‘antidepressants’. An example of this is the ‘antidepressant’ amoxapine, which is known as the antidepressant that can cause tardive dyskinesia, 2,3 and which is also an effective antipsychotic. 4 Similarly, if an antipsychotic, had initially been studied in acute mania and initially introduced for that condition, it might have been called a ‘mood stabiliser’. In these instances, one may have been puzzled when it
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Clinicians and researchers must be aware of the power of names and how they use these words. Clinicians should particularly be aware of the power of these labels to their patients. We must be aware that using these words creates expectations and consequences that go beyond the communication of one of the properties of a specific chemical. To this end, the initiative of the Taskforce on Nomenclature, established in a collaborative effort of four major colleges of neuropsychopharmacology (American College of Neuropsychopharmacology (ACNP), European College of Neuropsychopharmacology (ECNP), Asian College of Neuropsychopharmacology and International College of Neuropsychopharmacology (CINP)) to create a new multi-axial pharmacologically driven nomenclature, is beginning to address and resolve the problem.\(^5\)

**Implications**

Clinicians and researchers must be aware of the power of names and how they use these words. Clinicians should particularly be aware of the power of these labels to their patients. We must be aware that using these words creates expectations and consequences that go beyond the communication of one of the properties of a specific chemical. To this end, the initiative of the Taskforce on Nomenclature, established in a collaborative effort of four major colleges of neuropsychopharmacology (American College of Neuropsychopharmacology (ACNP), European College of Neuropsychopharmacology (ECNP), Asian College of Neuropsychopharmacology and International College of Neuropsychopharmacology (CINP)) to create a new multi-axial pharmacologically driven nomenclature, is beginning to address and resolve the problem.\(^5\)